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30 / The Use of Music by the Jesuits

in the Conversion of the

Indigenous Peoples of Brazil

PAULO CASTAGNA

Introduction

From the time of their arrival in Brazil in 1549 until their expulsion in 1759, the
Jesuits made extensive use of music in their attempt to bring about the conver-
sion of the Indians to the Catholic faith. They used music in two ways. The first,

intended as a means of teaching basic Christian doctrine, was to have the Indians
sing prayers or didactic texts in Portuguese or the native Indian language to

melodies taken from existing plainchants or secular songs (the Portuguese
cantigas). The second, developed for the celebration of masses or offices and for
use in processions, was to have the Indians participate as singers and instrumen-
talists in performances of polyphonic music of Iberian origin. In spite of the fact

that all the plainchants and secular songs have been lost, some documents have
remained from the period that allow us to reconstruct the history of the Jesuit

practice and the forms adopted.

Even though the apostolic objectives of the Jesuits in Spanish and in Portu-
guese America were the same, the results arrived at within the two regions were
completely different. The economic thrust of the colonization process in the
Portuguese regions ofAmerica - manifest in the setting aside of large parcels of
land for growing sugar cane and breeding cattle; in the capture and selling of
Indian slaves by slave hunters (bandeirantes); and in the wars against the Dutch
and against hostile Indians - resulted in the extinction of theAmerican natives on
(lie Brazilian coast during the seventeenth century. The exploitation of precious
materials such as gold and diamonds which began in the late seventeenth century
created an economic boom in the area of Minas Gerais and substantially in-

creased (he number of pioneers in Brazil. These pioneers were for the most part
(lie Portuguese and (heir African slaves, who pushed the few Indians that still

remained lo the centre and north of the jungles. Whereas in Spanish America
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today mestizos or native Indians make up a large part of the population, in Brazil

most of the inhabitants of the big cities are of European and/or African descent.

The largest concentration of Indians and mestizos in Brazil is in the centre-west

and north of the country. These are regions, still dominated by tropical forests,

which were not economically important in the colonial era.

The Jesuits who arrived in Brazil in 1549 to proselytize the natives faced two

principal problems: first, the strong resistance of the Indians to the conversion

process until the early seventeenth century, and second, the actual disappearance

in the late seventeenth and the eighteenth centuries of indigenous cultures in

consequence of the advance of colonization. The Brazilian Indians also lived

with two problems: first, the loss of their culture owing to the Christian ideal

promoted by the missionaries, and second, the submission to European coloniza-

tion through slavery, death, or expulsion from their native lands.

The history of the Jesuits in PortugueseAmerica began on 29 March 1 549 with

the settlement of four missionaries in Bahia, among them Manoel da Nobrega,

the first Father Provincial of the Society in Brazil. Other orders had sent mission-

aries to Portuguese America, but it was the Jesuits who became most involved in

the catechesis of the Indians, and they maintained their presence in that ministry

until 1759, when they were forced to leave all Portuguese regions throughout the

world. From the beginning, the missionaries used music in the first of the two

ways to which I have referred - a practice which continues to this day in inland

Brazil - that is, as a teaching of prayers and anthems in their own or the

Portuguese (or other European) language.

The teaching of music itself during the pre-suppression era in Brazil was

significant and played an important role in Jesuit ministry to the Indians. Docu-

mentation about the Jesuits in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries informs us

that in native Brazilian settlements the Indians were trained to play musical

instruments and to sing plainchant (cantochao) and polyphony (canto de organ)

for important parts of the Christian ceremonies. At the beginning of the seven-

teenth century, when the number of coastal settlements began to decline, the

nheengaribas, or ‘musicians of the land,’ as they would become known by the

Portuguese, were young Indians who, using their own musical instruments,

especially the shawm, spread the music of the Christian cults from settlement to

settlement. On the Brazilian coast, however, the large musical tradition was not

recorded, nor was there any significant preservation of musical documents

related to the Jesuit period. This was in contrast to the better-preserved musical

documentation of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Jesuit missions ol

Spanish America. It may be explained by the disappearance of the natives from

the coast of Brazil, beginning in the seventeenth century.

In this paper, however, I am especially interested in the teaching of songs at
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Jesuit schools and Indian settlements, whereby the curumins (Indian boys) re-

ceived elementary knowledge of the Christian faith and life. This way of using

music in effect brought about the replacement of traditional native music with an

essentially Christian repertory, so that an element of the native culture of the

Indians was lost.
1 Whereas the function of the great ceremonies, with their

singers, choirs, and instruments, was to show the exuberance of the Christian

universe, the function of these simple anthems, usually sung in the native

language, was to transmit the principal Christian symbols and mysteries in a

fashion that was unambiguous.

The Jesuits and the Brazilian Language

Tupf, the native Brazilian language in most widespread use, was soon adopted by

the Jesuits. On 10 April 1549, only twelve days after his arrival, Manoel da

Nobrega noted that he was working ‘to translate into the Indian language the

prayers and some anthems of our Lord.’ 2 On 6 January 1550, while in Porto

Seguro, Nobrega wrote that his colleague Father Joao de Azpilcueta ‘Navarro’

‘made the Indian boys sing at night some prayers which he had taught them in

their language, giving them that tune in place of certain diabolical and lascivious

songs which they had used before.’ 3 Nobrega’s statement shows that even at that

early date Navarro was composing or adapting existing European melodies and

setting to them words in the Indian language.

Navarro was, in fact, the first Jesuit dedicated to this new practice of teaching

by means of songs. From a letter he wrote from Bahia on 28 March 1550, we
know that he taught prayers in both Portuguese and Tupf, and also ‘in the style of

Indian songs,’
4
that is, with Indian melodies. Very quickly these prayers were

used as practical instruments of catechesis. They could be found in the settle-

ments of Pernambuco in 1551,5 Rio de Janeiro in 1552,6 Sao Vicente in 1553,7

and Piratininga (today Sao Paulo)8 and Espfrito Santo in 1554.9 Portuguese

versions helped the Indians learn the new language, and Tupf versions helped

them acquire Christian content.

Not only prayers but also ‘the chants to our Lord in the Indian language’ 10

were easily learned and well received by the ‘boys of the land.’ It was most likely

through this technique that the Jesuits achieved their greatest success in teaching

Christian doctrine during the sixteenth century, especially since the difficulties of

making or maintaining contact with the Indians were always present and the goal

of conversion in Brazil remained a very distant ideal.

l ew significant results were obtained, though Nobrega refers to two boys who
'can read, write well, and also sing,' whom he planned to send to Lisbon, ‘to learn

the virtues there ovei the course of a year, as well as a little Latin, so that they will
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be ready to be ordained when adult.’
11 Most of the time what was learned was

forgotten, because the Indians would escape back into their own culture. But

there were a few Indian boys, if we can believe the contemporary documentation,

who were able to learn the Catholic musical tradition as observed in Portuguese

churches. The documents show that in 1551 there were Indian boys who ‘could

sing at mass every day,’
12 others who could sing ‘polyphonic masses,’ 13 and

some others who could learn ‘to sing, or play flutes.’
14 These results were

surprising, especially in the sixteenth century, but unfortunately I will be able to

examine them only in future works.

Manoel da Nobrega and the Option of Christian Music in the Catechism

In the beginning, the practice of using songs in Portuguese andTupf for catechesis

was very efficient, but Nobrega and his followers encountered several problems

from 1552 on. Pedro Fernandes Sardinha, the first bishop of Brazil, who arrived

in Bahia in October 1551, did not accept the use of traditional Indian music in the

catechism. In July 1552 Bishop Sardinha wrote to the Jesuit Father Provincial of

Portugal, Simao Rodrigues, condemning this practice on the part of the Portu-

guese Orphan Youths, a confraternity of boys that had come from Lisbon in the

beginning of 1550. 15 The bishop informed the provincial that in the company of

Father Salvador Rodrigues the Orphan Youths had sung anthems to Our Lady on

Sundays and holy days using Indian melodies and Indian instruments.

Nobrega, in his turn, wrote to the provincial about the opinion of the bishop,

declaring that ‘nothing is well done except what he orders, and he despises all the

rest.’
16 Whether he agreed or not, Nobrega knew that there were two forms of

musical teaching in Bahia, one which used ‘chants in Indian languages and in

Portuguese’ (in the words of Francisco Pires on 7 August 1552),
17 and the other,

which involved ‘singing and playing in the style of the Indians, with their

melodies and tunes, changing the words in favour of our Lord’ (in the words of

the Portuguese Orphan Youths, on 5 August 1552). 18

There is no doubt that the Confraternity of Orphan Youths was responsible for

the diffusion of this practice, even though the bishop would accuse Father

Salvador Rodrigues and the Portuguese settler Gaspar Barbosa of being the

inventors of this ‘curious and superstitious form of paganism.’ 19 From the letter

of 5 August we may conclude that the Portuguese Youths took prayers, songs

with lyrics, and Christian melodies to the Indian settlements, since they refer to

‘music never heard before’ and music ‘in their style,’ with bamboo and mannas

(an Indian percussion instrument); that is, they refer to the use of Christian lyrics

with Indian music, thereby substantiating Sardinha’s claim. "The Orphan Youths

continually asked for flutes and small percussion instruments to be sent from

Portugal to help them in their activities,
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Shortly after this, Nobrega wrote again to Simao Rodrigues asking for more
advice on this matter, because ‘when the bishop arrived, some doubts appeared,
which beforehand had not existed.’Among all the problems to discuss, he singles
out one - the possibility of singing ‘songs to our Lord in their language, with their
melodies, and of playing instruments they usually play in their festivities.’ 21

We do not have the answer of the provincial, but it is almost certain that the
idea of using Indian instruments and melodies was not well accepted in Portugal,
since the matter is not mentioned again, even after the death of the bishop.
Following this incident, Indian dances and music were forbidden on several
occasions, as shown in documents of the village of Sao Paulo dated
19 January 158322 and 21 October 1623, 23

or were permitted only on specific
days and at specific times, such as on the ‘visit of Father Antonio Vieira to Para’
in 1658.24

Plainchant and Songs in the ‘Brazilian Language’

It seems that from 1553 on, the use only of Christian music was permitted in
Jesuit establishments in Brazil. Indian music was used solely to emphasize
information that would help with the catechism. On 6 October 1553 Bishop
Sardinha informed the dean of the College of Santo Antao in Lisbon that he had
written a little treatise on this subject; it is now unfortunately lost.

25 To try to
recover this Christian music, used only on specified occasions in the form of
Portuguese plainchant, is an extremely difficult process, and one which I will not
outline in this work. Some texts inTupi are already known, however, though they
have not been adequately studied from a musicological perspective.

In October 1552 Jeronimo Domenech sent a version of the ‘Pater noster in the
Brazilian language’ to Ignatius of Loyola,26 which unfortunately was never
found. However, a few religious texts in Tupi from this first phase of the cate-
chism were printed by Andr6 Thevet, the geographer of the king of France, in his
Cosmographie universelle of 1575 (fig. 30.1).

Thevet was in Rio de Janeiro between 10 November 1555 and 31 January
1 556, where he met Cunhambeba, a chief of the Tupmamba Indians, allied to the
French. Because ol the chief s curiosity, Thevet notes, he was pressed upon to
‘translate into their own language, with the help of a Christian Indian slave, the
Oui Father, the Hail Mary, and the Apostles’ Creed, aiming to convert the king
and his vassals to the knowledge and admiration of God’s works.’ 27 We have to
remember that the French did not introduce any kind of catechism in Rio de
Janeiro, and that the Jesuits had already been there with the Indians, where in
1 55 1 they intended to ‘make the Indians learn to sing by heart songs to our Lord
in their own language.' ‘I bevel probably obtained Jesuit versions of the princi-
pal texts used in the catechism he heard from an Indian, ”' or from the Jesuit
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30.1. Title-page of Andre Thevet, La cosmographie universelle, vol. 2 (Paris, 1575).

Photo courtesy of Instituto de Estudos Brasileiros

da Universidade de Sao Paulo.

missionaries, or perhaps even from his Christian slave. Whether of Jesuit origin

or not, these are the oldest versions in existence of the Our Father, the Hail Mary,

and the Apostles’ Creed in Tupi (fig. 30.2).

At this time a new phase began, with the increased use of prayers and cant igas,

a kind of Portuguese profane song, but now with new Christian lyrics and usually

translated intoTupf. These songs were different from prayers sung in plainchanl.

because they used measured melodies, implying the use of the basso contirmo.

It is from this era that there are references to ‘chants of our Lord in then
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language,’ 30
‘Salve Regina and litanies,’

31 the ‘Rosary of the Name of Jesus,’
32

‘devotional chants,’ and ‘ Veni Creator Spiritus .’ 33 These are over and above the

usual music for masses and festivals, which included the use of instruments.

Father Jose deAnchieta had an extremely important role in this phase in Brazil

during the years 1553 to 1597. His first biographer, Father Quirfcio Caxa,

informs us (in 1598) that ‘he composed devout songs in the Indian language for

the young to sing,’
34 and Pedro Rodrigues wrote in 1607 that ‘he would change

profane music to holy music and composed new songs in honour of God and the

saints, which were sung in churches, streets, and squares, and with which people

are edified and know the fear and love of God.’ 35

A great amount of poetry byAnchieta has survived and has been published.36A
great deal of this poetry, in Portuguese, Tupf, Spanish, and Latin, was meant to be

sung. In seventeenth-century documents consulted in the course of Anchieta’s

beatification process, there is information about people who spoke of having

sung these tunes.37 Most important here is the fact that some of this poetry

contained indications of the melody to be used. Anchieta indicated five Iberian

melodies, of which we only know the titles: ‘Can9ao do moleiro’ (Miller’s Song),

‘El ciego amor’ (Blind Love), ‘Graci G.co G.12
’ (abbreviations of unknown

meaning), ‘O sem ventura’ (The Man without Luck), ‘Querendo o alto Deus’

(Will of God), and ‘Quien tiene vida en el cielo’ (He Who Lives in Heaven).

Anchieta mentions only existing melodies, and his doing so suggests that it was

common practice in the sixteenth century to make use of what was already in

existence.

The Brazilian musicologist Rogerio Budasz has recently demonstrated that

even in the poetry without any melodic indications the process by which some

texts were constructed, known as ‘divinization,’ enables us to suggest melodies

to which the poetry might have been sung. It was recently found that poetry in

some Spanish and Portuguese song collections was changed in the sixteenth

century, by this process of ‘divinization,’ so that its profane content became

religious. Anchieta, for his part, transformed the Iberian ‘Venid a sospirar al

verde prado’ into ‘Venid a sospirar con Jesu amado,’ and he probably maintained

the original melody. 38

Catechisms in the ‘Brazilian Language’

The proliferation of this style and the need for its systematization caused an

increased production of catechism books in Tupf for the use of missionaries in

the 1570s.An unknown sixteenth-century author informs us that ‘Father I .eonardo

do Vale composed this year [1574] a work of Christian doctrine in the language

of Brazil, almost transcribing what Father Marcos Jorge had already done |m
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1571].

’

39 Writing about the Indians of the villages of Bahia on 17 December
1577, Luis da Fonseca declared that ‘on Sundays and holy days, the Indian

children sing the catechism in Brazilian and in Portuguese in the streets, and do
as good ajob as the Portuguese Youths.’40 Jose deAnchieta had an important role

in this process. By the end of the sixteenth century he had prepared a grammar of

the Brazilian language and a work of Christian doctrine in the form of dia-

logues,41 the publication of which was authorized by the Holy Office in 1594.

Only the grammar book, however, was published.42

The first catechism in the language of the Indians of Brazil, edited by Antonio

de Araujo and called Catechism in the Brazilian Language (Catecismo na lingua

brasi'lica ...), was not published until 1618.43 It was republished in 1686 with

corrections and revisions by Bartolomeo de Leao as The Brazilian Catechism of
Christian Doctrine (Catecismo brasilico da doutrina christa ...).

44 This book
contains the principal Catholic prayers, such as the Our Father, Hail Mary,

Hail, Holy Queen, and Apostles’ Creed, in Tupf - these were usually sung by the

Indian boys - and also the text of four ‘Canticles of Holy Doctrine in Indian

Language for Youths, Issued by Father Cristovao Valente, Theologian and Mas-
ter in the Indian Language.’45 In the 1686 edition, the new title is ‘Brazilian

Poetry by Father Cristovao Valente, Jesuit Theologian, Composed for Boys to

Sing to the Most Holy Name of Jesus.’
46

These songs, similar to those of Anchieta, were circulated widely. In 1698,

eighty years after its first publication in Lisbon, Joao Felipe Bettendorf wrote

that one of them,‘Tvpa ci angaturama / Sancta Maria xejara,’ was still being sung

in some villages of Para.47 During the time of Cristovao Valente (1566-1627),

chants and prayers in Tupf were commonly used by the Jesuits in the Indian

settlements, as indicated by authors such as Pierre du Jarric in 161

0

48 and

Scbastiano Berettari in 161 8.
49

New Orders and New Places

In the seventeenth century the Jesuit mission practice with respect to music

began to move from the east coast to the interior and to the north. In Maranhao,
which had independence from Brazil after 1621, the missionaries began to teach

the Indians ‘the dogmas of our faith, which were brought from the Brazilian

Indian settlements, where they were already being taught,’ according to Jose de

Moraes in I759.50 The same author also comments that in Para in 1637 Father

Luis Figueira, who ‘wanted the Jesuits to be less severe in their teaching of

Christian law, composed the Christian doctrine in Indian songs, so that the

Indians could pray to our (iod, to Our Lady, to the angels, and to the saints.’
51

Amiri* de Barros informs us in 1 746 that among the Indians of ‘Serra de Ibiapaba’
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(Ceara) in 1656-7, the missionaries ‘composed the holy doctrine in lyrics and

would teach the small children to sing it in a very pleasant way.’ 52 Joao Felipe

Bettendorf was the last Jesuit of the century to publish a catechism in Tupf,

designated for teaching in Maranhao, the Compendio da doutrina christaa na

lingua portugueza, & brasilica (Book of Christian Doctrine in the Portuguese

and Brazilian Language), of 1 678.53 It contains the Sign of the Cross, Our Father,

Hail Mary, Hail, Holy Queen, and Apostles’ Creed in a Portuguese-Tupf bilin-

gual edition.
54

In this century the Jesuit enterprise penetrated inland not only to expand the

faith among the natives: on the east coast, the dream of ‘conversion’ was

becoming little by little a dead hope, forcing the Jesuits to search for new places.

The historian Mecenas Dourado best illustrates the drama of the Jesuits in Brazil

at this time:

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, there were no more Indians to catechize,

because they had emigrated, run away from this doctrine, which they could not under-

stand, and in which they could not see meaning. The Jesuits [in Brazil] were interested in

those Indians who remained, and in a few newcomers for their own service and for the

service of the settlers. Converted? No. Badly domesticated, and receiving passively the

external ceremonies that the Jesuits wanted them to enact, as they had always done

before, in imitation and without psychological content, as usually happens with the

aborigines .

55

The method of proselytization developed by the Jesuits in Brazil in the

sixteenth century was used until their banishment in 1759. From 1590 on, this

method was used by other orders as well. In villages of Parafba in 1593, the

Franciscans were already using Christian chant in Tupf, according to Antonio de

Santa Maria Jaboatao in 1761 : ‘The Indians used to sing different lascivious and

pagan songs. It was the Indians’ nature to enjoy music, and at times they would

sing these songs, which the clergy changed to Christian songs.’
56 Manuel da Ilha,

in a text written on 30 August 1621, confirms the practice of the Franciscans in

the village of Sao Miguel de Iguna (Parafba) at the end of the sixteenth century:

‘Many of them are masters in both vocal and instrumental music, which they use

to celebrate the divine mysteries.’ 57 The Capuchins, a division of the Franciscans,

would continue using this Jesuit technique in ‘La France Equinociele,’ a French

settlement in the north of Brazil, between 1612 and 1615. The French Capuchins

translated intoTupf the ‘Oraison Dominicale’ (Our Father), ‘Salutation Angelique’

(Hail Mary), ‘Symbole des Apostres’ (Creed), ‘Dix Commandemens de Dieu’

(Ten Commandments), ‘Commandemens de la Saincte Eglise’ (Commandments
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1

of the Church), and ‘Sept Sacremens’ (seven sacraments); these were published
by Yves d’Evreux in 1615.58 Claude d’ Abbeville wrote in 1614 about one of the
catechized Indians in Maranhao, who ‘would start the Sunday prayer (Our
Father) in the Indian language, and would follow the priest word for word. He
discovered a way of singing the different prayers by heart: the Ave Maria, the
Credo, the Commandments of God [Ten Commandments], the Commandments
of the Church, and the Seven Sacraments.’ 59 D’Evreux also recorded some
information obtained from the settler youths, who mentioned that ‘they invite the
nheengaribas, that is, the Indian musicians, to sing the greatness of Tounan
[God].’ 60 F

In the second half of the seventeenth century, another phase began. With the
disappearance of the Indians as a result of advancing colonization, the Tupf or
‘general language’ gradually became unimportant to the Portuguese govern-
ment, and it was forbidden in Indian and Portuguese settlements by a royal law of
1727. From this time the missionaries began to use native languages other than
Tupf. The Franciscans, principally the Capuchins, were the first to expand
musical teaching to the Cariri Indians. The Capuchin Martin de Nantes lived in a
Cariri settlement on the Sao Francisco River between 1671 and 1686. There, he
taught the Indians to sing the Pater noster, Ave Maria, Credo, and Salve Regina
in Portuguese. In a book published in 1707 he mentions that, in this settlement,
‘they sing every evening, after their supper, the rosary of the Virgin, divided in
two choirs, one with boys and the other with girls, and they sing it in the
Portuguese way very pleasantly, in a kind of faux bourdon.’ 61

Martin de Nantes is also the author of two Spiritual Canticles ‘Cantico
espiritual sobre o mysterio da encamagao do Verbo Divino’ 62 and ‘Cantico
espiritual a S. Francisco, orago da igreja matriz dos indios de Wracapa’63 - in a
published Portuguese-Cariri bilingual version - by his brother Bernard de Nantes
m 1 709.64 These two canticles are probably among the first examples of religious
poetry sung in a native language other than Tupf in Brazil (figs 30.3, 30.4).
The examples of Martin de Nantes are as old as those which Lodovico

Vincenzo Mamiani della Rovere printed in his 1698 Catechism in the Cariri
language, Catecismo da doutrina christda na lingua brasilica da naqao kiriri.

65

Mamiani della Rovere was a Jesuit who travelled to the interior of the country
anti who wrote three ‘Cantigas na lingua kiriri para cantarem os meninos da
doutrina com a versao em versos castelhanos do mesmo metro’ (Canticles in the
( 'am i Language, for Youth to Sing Christian Doctrine, in a Spanish Version, and
with the same Metre) and also a Cariri version of the Stabat Mater dolorosa. For
the Inst time, the author left a space in his book for the musical notation of these
texts. This is the first time in Portuguese America that questions of music theory
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30.3. Title-page of Bernard de Nantes, Katecismo indico da lingua kariris ... (Lisbon,

1709). Photo courtesy of Instituto de Estudos Brasileiros da Universidade de Sao Paulo.

are considered important. The space was perhaps left blank, however, so that

each missionary could write therein the music he preferred.

In Spanish America, catechisms which used printed music were common,
especially in the eighteenth century,66 but it is possible that the disappearance

from the indigenous peoples of the Brazilian coast undermined this type of

publication in Brazil.
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30.4. Martin de Nantes, ‘Spiritual Canticle,’ in Portuguese and Cariri. From Bernard de
Nantes, Katecismo indico, pp. 152-3. Photo courtesy of Instituto de Estudos

Brasileiros da Universidade de Sao Paulo.

Conclusion

In the first centuries of the colonization of Brazil, all the basic techniques for
i .dec hizing the Indians were developed, especially those which refer to the use of
music. Innovation occurred only with the appearance of modem technology,
when the catechism no longer exercised a colonizing function, and while Indian
territories were being invaded by other populations. In recent times, music has
been used also lor an opposite kind of purpose, aimed towards ‘release’ and
‘freedom,’ rather than for the teaching of doctrine.
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NOTES

This paper is based on my M.A. thesis, ‘Fontes bibliograficas para a pesquisa da pratica

musical no Brasil nos seculos XVI e XVII’ (Bibliographic Sources for the Research of

Musical Practice in Brazil during the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries), developed

at Escola de Comunica§oes e Artes da Universidade de Sao Paulo, 1988-91, with the

support of grants from the Fundagao Nacional da Arte and the Fundagao de Amparo a

Pesquisa do Estado de Sao Paulo. See also my article ‘A musica como instrumento de

catequese no Brasil dos seculos XVI e XVII,’ D.O. Leitura 12:143 (1994): 6-9.

1 Jose Ramos Tinhorao, ‘A deculturaijao da musica indfgena brasileira,’ Revista

brasileira de cultura 13 (July/September 1972): 9-25.

2 ‘Por tirar em sua lingoa as orafoes e algumas practicas de N. Senhor’; M Bras.

1 : 112 .

3 ‘Fa etiam a la notte cantare a li putti certe orazioni che li ha insegnato nella loro

lingua, dandoli esso il tuono, et queste in loco di certe canzone lascive et diaboliche

che usavano prima’; M Bras. 11:159.

4 ‘En modo de sus cantares’; M Bras. 1: 180.

5 Antonio Pires to the priests and brothers of Coimbra, Pernambuco, 2 August 1551,

M Bras. 1:258.

6 Anonymous letter to the priests and brothers of Portugal, Sao Vicente, 10 March

1553, M Bras. 1:429.

7 Letter by Antonio Rodrigues to the priests and brothers of Coimbra, Sao Vicente,

31 May 1553, M Bras. 1:478-9.

8 Pero Correia to Bras Louren^o, Sao Vicente, 18 July 1554, M Bras. 2:70.

9 Bras Louren?o to the priests and brothers of Coimbra, Esplrito Santo, 26 March

1554, M Bras. 2:43.

10 ‘Cantigas de Nosso Senhor polla lingoa’; Manoel da Nobrega to Simao Rodrigues,

Bahia, 10 July 1552, M Bras. 1:350.

1 1 ‘Sabem bem ler e escrever e cantar’ and ‘aprenderem la virtudes hum anno e algum

pouco de latim, pera se ordenarem como tiverem idade’; M Bras. 1 :353.

12 ‘Cantam todos una missa cada dia’; Antonio Pires to the priests and brothers of

Coimbra, Pernambuco, 2 August 1551, M Bras. 1:258.

1 3 ‘Missa de canto de organo’; anonymous letter to the priests and brothers of

Portugal, Sao Vicente, 10 March 1553, M Bras. 1:429.

14 ‘Cantar y taner frautas’; Manoel da Nobrega to Luis Gonsalves da Camara, Sao

Vicente, 15 July 1553, M Bras. 1:497.

15 M Bras. 1:359-60.

16 ‘Sam eu tao mao, que sospeito que nom ha por bem feyto senao o que die ordena e

faz, e todo o mais despreza’; Manoel da Nobrega lo Simao Rodrigues, Bahia, July

1 552, M Bras. 1:373.
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1 7 De cantigas, pella lingoa e em portugues’; M Bras. 1 :396.

1 8 ‘Cantando ... y taniendo a mode de los negros [sic] y con sus mesmos sones y
cantares, mudadas las palabras en loores de Dios’; M Bras. 1:385.

19 ‘Curiosa y suprestiosa gentilidad’; M Bras. 1:359-60.

20 ‘Musica que nunca oyeron’ and ‘al modo dellos’; M Bras. 1:383-4.
2 1 ‘Com a vinda do Bispo se moverao algumas duvidas, nas quais eu nao duvidava,

porque sam soberbo e muito confiado em meu parecer’ and ‘cantar cantigas de
Nosso Senhor em sua lmgoa pello seu toom e tanger seus estromentos de musica
que elles usam em suas festas’; Manoel da Nobrega to Simao Rodrigues, Bahia,
August 1552, M Bras. 1:406-7.

22 Atas da Camara da Vila de S. Paulo, 1562-1700, 7 vols (Sao Paulo 1914-15) I

201 .

23 Ibid., Ill 56.

24 Serafim Leite, Historia da Companhia de Jesus no Brasil, 10 vols (Rio de Janeiro
1938-50), IV 113.

25 M Bras. 1:11.

26 ‘Pater Noster en lingua brasil.’

27 ‘Tourner & reduire en leur lague, auec vn esclaue Chrestie, nostre oraison
Dominicale, la salutatio Angelique, & le Simbole des Apostres: afin d’attirer ce
grand Roy, & tous ses subiets, a la cognoissance de leur salut, & admiration des
laits de Dieu’; Andre Thevet, La cosmographie universelle ..., 2 vols (Paris 1575)
II, fol. 294v.

28 ‘Les hazia decorar cantares de N. Senor en su lengua y les hazia cantar’; anony-
mous letter to the priests and brothers of Portugal, Sao Vicente, 10 March 1553 M
Bras. 1:429.

H) Thevet, Cosmographie universelle, II, fol. 925r.

hi ( antares de Dios en su lingua’; Jose de Anchieta to Ignatius of Loyola, Piratininga,
September 1554, M Bras. 2:112.

' I Salve e ladainhas’; Antonio Rodrigues to Manoel da Nobrega, Paraguay (Bahia),
28 September 1559, M Bras. 3:155.

<2 Rosario do Nome de Jesu’; Rui Pereira to the priests and brothers of Portugal M
Bras. 3:296.

’

' ' ( antares devotos y diversos’ and ‘Veni Creator Spiritus’; Amaro Goi^alves to
I rancisco Borja, Bahia, 16 January 1568, M Bras. 4:440, 445.

' I ( ompos tambdm Cantigas devotas na lingua, para que os mo^os cantassem’;
(Juirfeio ( axa. Breve relavao da vida e morte do P. Jose de Anchieta’ (1598), in
Si lalim I .cite, A primeira biogralia inedita de Jose de Anchieta,’ Broteria 18
( March/April 1934): 14.

,<S Mudaua cantigas profanas no divino, e fazia outras nouas, ha onrra de Deus e dos
simlos. i| se eantaiii) nas Igrejas e pellas mas e pranas, todas muy devotas com que.
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a gente se edeficaua, e mouia ha temor e amor de Deus’; Pedro Rodrigues, ‘Vida do

Padre Jose de Anchieta pelo Padre Pedro Rodrigues conforme a copia existente

Biblioteca Nacional de Lisboa’ (1607), Annaes da Biblioteca Nacional do Rio de

Janeiro 29 (1907): 209.

36 Jose de Anchieta, Poesias, ed. M. de L. de Paula Martins (Sao Paulo, 1954).

37 From the preface by Helio Abranches Viotti, ibid., pp. xxiv-xxv.

38 Rogerio Budasz, ‘A presenga do cancioneiro iberico na lirica de Jose de Anchieta:

Um enfoque musicologico,’ Revista de musica latino americana / Latin American

Music Review 17:1 (Spring/Summer 1996): 42-77.

39 ‘El pe. Leonardo [do Vale] compuso este ano [1574] una doctrina en la lengua del

Brasil quasi tresladando la q hizo el Pe. Marcos Jorge [in 1571]’; ‘Historia dos

colegios de Brasil: Manuscripto da Bibliotheca Nacional de Roma (copia),’ Annaes

da Biblioteca Nacional do Rio de Janeiro 19 (1897): 117.

40 ‘Les Dimanches & iours de festes leurs enfans vont chantant par les rues le

Catechisme en langue Brasiliane, & Portugaise si dextrement, qu’ils ne adent en rie

aux enfans des Portugalois’; Lettres du Jappon, Peru, et Brasil ... (Paris, 1578),

p. 54.

41 Antonio de Araujo, Catecismo na lingua brasilica (1618; Rio de Janeiro, 1952),

pp. ix-xi.

42 Jose de Anchieta, Arte de grammatica da lingoa mais usada na costa do Brasil ...

(Coimbra, 1595).

43 Antonio de Araujo, Catecismo na lingoa brasilica ... (Lisbon, 1618).

44 Antonio de Araujo, Catecismo brasilico da doutrina christaa ... (Lisbon, 1686).

45 ‘Cantigas na lingoa, para os meninos da Sancta Doctrina. Feitas pello Padre

Christouao Valente Theologo, et mestre da lingoa.’

46 ‘Poemas brasilicos do Padre Christovao Valente, Theologo da Companhia de Jesus,

Emendados para os mininos cantarem ao Santfssimo nome de Jesus.’

47 Joao Felipe Bettendorf, ‘Chronica da missao dos padres da Companhia de Jesus no

estado do Maranhao (1698),’ Revista do Instiluto Historico e Geografico Brazileiro

72:1 (1910): 271.

48 ‘De la vingt que ces barbares commencerent prendre goust & s’affectioner aux

choses de nostre saincte foy, si que plusieurs demanderent d’estre enroolez au

nombre des Catechumenes, lesquels faisoyent retenir les bois, le chalups, & les

riuages des nonis sacrez de Iesvs, & de Marie, chantans auec vn singulier goust &
plaisir, le Pater, l’Aue, le Credo, & les autres oraisons Chrestiennes.’

49 ‘Despues que se tocan, y se rezan las Auemarias, antes de oyr Missa se juntan a la

puerta de la Iglesia los muchachos, y muchachas Brasiles, y diuididos en dos

ordenes cata a coros en alta voz el Rosario de la Virgen. Da principio al rosario los

muchachos diziedo. Bendito y glorificado sea el Sdtissimo ndbre de Iesvs; y

respoden las ninas, y el de la Santissima Virgen Maria su madre. por siempre jamas
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amen. Y luego comiencan cantando su Rosario; despues de cada diez Auemarias,
dizen el Gloria Patri; y acabado el Rosario entran en la Iglesia; y oyen con los

demas la Missa

50 ‘Os dogmas da nossa fe, pelo methodo que para isso traziao, conforme o louvavel
costume das nossas aldeas do Brasil’; Jose de Morais, ‘Historia da Companhia de
Jesus na extincta provincia do Maranhao e Para,’ in Candido Mendes de Almeida,
Memdrias para a historia do extincto estado do Maranhao ... (Rio de Janeiro,

1860), bk l,p. 76.

5
1

Querendo-lhes fosse mais suave o jugo da lei que professarao, lhes compoz em
devotas can?oes pela sua mesma lingua, com que haviao de louvar a Deos, e sua
Mae Santissima, aos Anjos e Santos do Ceo’; ibid., bk 2, p. 202.

52 ‘Compuzerao a santa doutrina em verso, e a ensinavao a cantar com agradaveis tons
aos meninos, que a aprendiao’; Andre de Barros, Vida do apostolico padre Antonio
Vieira ... (Lisbon, 1746), bk 2, p. 232.

53 Joao Felipe Bettendorf, Compendio de doutrina christaa na lingua Portugueza, &
hrasilica ... (Lisbon, 1678).

54 ‘Ora9ao do sinal da Sancta Cruz,’ ‘Padre Nosso,’ ‘Ave Maria,’ ‘Salve Rainha,’ and
‘Creio em Deos Padre.’

55 E nos princfpios do seculo XVII ja nao havia indios para catequisar, porque
haviam emigrado, fugindo a essa catequese da qual nada compreendiam e nem lhe

sabiam o proveito. Os jesuitas entretinham — se com os que puderam ficar ou com
os que se renovavam - a servigo deles proprios e dos colonos. Convertidos? Nao.
Mai domesticados e recebendo passivamente — como sempre fizeram — ou por mera
imitafao, sem conteudo psicologico, como soi acontecer aos primitivos, as

cerimonias extemas que os jesuitas lhes queria fazer representar’; Mecenas
Dourado, A conversao do gentio (Rio de Janeiro, 1958), pp. 101-2 (my translation).

56 ‘Costumavao tambem os Indios cantar muitas cantigas brutaes, e gentilicas; e

como, elles naturalmente sejao affei£oados a musica, algumas vezes de noite

cantavao as ditas cantigas, ao que os Religiosos acudindo, lhes compuzerao
algumas devotas, que elles cantavao’; Antonio de Santa Maria Jaboatao, Orbe
serafico novo brasilico ... (Lisbon, 1671), p. 36.

57 Lt illorum quam plurimi musicis artibus canendi et pulsandi omnia instrumenta,

quibus diebus festivis rem divinam decantant, sunt periti’; Manuel da Ilha,

Narrativa da custodia de Santo Antonio do Brasil, 1584-1621, ed. Ildefonso

Silveira (Petropolis, Vozes, 1975), p. 89.

58 Yves d Evreux, Svitte de I'histoire des choses plus memorables advenues en
Mai agnan, e annees 1613, & 1614, Second Traite (Paris, 1615), fols 286v-290r;
reprinted in Voyage dans le nord du Brasilfait durant les annees 1613 et 1614 par
Ic Pere Yves d' I virus, ed. Ferdinand Denis (Leipzig and Paris, 1864).

5‘> '< ommenvoit I’Oniison Dominicule en leur langue, qu’il leur faisoit dire mot a mot
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apres luy. Et pour leur faire retenir plus aisement, il trouua inuention de leur faire

dire en chantant, auec l’Aue Maria, le credo, les Commandements de Dieu, de

l’Eglise, & les Sept Sacremens’; Claude d’ Abbeville, Histoire de la mission des

peres capucins en I’isle de Maragnon et terres circonvoisines ... (Paris, 1614), fol.

118v.

60 ‘Ils feront venir des Miengarres [nheengaribas] c’est a dire, des chantres Musicies,

pour chanter les grandeurs du Toupan’; d’Evreux, Svitte , fol. 247v.

61 ‘Ils ont de coutume de chanter tous les soirs la Couronne de la Vierge partages en

deux coeurs, chacun de son sexe, & cela apres leur souper, & ils chantent a la

maniere Portugaise fort agreablement avec une espece de faux bourdon’; Martin de

Nantes, Relation succinte et sincere de la mission du Pere Martin de Nantes ...

(Quimper, [1707]), pt 2, p. 33.

62 ‘Cantico espiritual sobre o mysterio da encama?ao do Verbo Divino.’

63 ‘Cantico espiritual a S. Francisco, orago da igreja matriz dos indios de wracapa.’

64 Bernard de Nantes, Katecismo indico da lingua kariris ... (Lisbon, 1709), pp. 1 52—

67.

65 Lodovico Vincenzo Mamiani della Rovere, Catecismo da doutrina christaa na

lingua brasilica da nagao kiriri ... (Lisbon, 1698).

66 Alfred E. Lemmon, ‘Jesuit Chroniclers and Historians of Colonial Spanish

America: Sources for the Ethnomusicologist,’ Inter-American Music Review 10:2

(Spring/Summer 1989): 119-21.


